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petermolnar.hu
petermolnar.hu@gmail.com

TOP RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

HIGHLIGHTS

+In

+Experienced

my current role I successfully discovered and fixed major bugs, gained
more than 4 Million Euro plus income to the company.

+Helped the Hungarian Authorities to prove the plagiarism in two game engine
source code in C++ in a 10 Million HUF crime case.

EMPLOYMENT
2015-

Freelancer, Malta iOS Developer
Developed apps and utilities for Apple iPhone and iPad in Objective-C
language.

2014-

about Apple software platform and development.

+20+

years experience in software debugging, testing and problem solving.

+Passionate

about learning new tech-

nologies.

PERSONAL SKILLS
Requirement Analysis

●●●●○○

Development
Leadership

●●●●●○
●●●●●○

Freelancer, Hungary Forensic Expert Candidate

Project Management
Troubleshooting
User support

●●●●○○
●●●●●○
●●●●●●

Freelancer, Hungary Web Developer

LANGUAGES

RTFX Ltd, Malta IT/Web Administrator

Developed the company deployment system in PHP, MySQL and shell
scripts, which enabled the developer colleagues to check out any new
feature branch on the demo server, or deploy the current version on staging and production server in minutes.

2010-2011

+Passionate

RCI Life Ltd, Malta Software Developer/Analyst

Designed and implemented a custom Unit-testing framework to support
the early non-regression detection. Refactored and optimised the current
codebase.

2012-2014

in development, implementation, deployment and documentation of new systems and procedures.

Supported the Hungarian authorities in IT related questions, forensic in
source code comparison.

2008-2013

With a manufacturing support software I developed, the company could
optimise and estimate more precisely the current production outcome.

2001-2011

W-Megatron, Hungary IT Manager

Hungarian
English

●●●●●●
●●●●●○

Developed of small utilities such as one, which was enabling to prolong the lifetime of EPROM based VAT Tax memories. Managed the IT
Department.

REFERENCES
https://learniosdevblog.com - My iOS development related blog
https://github.com/petermolnar-hu - My GitHub repositories
https://petermolnar.hu - My professional site and blog

App Store - Objective-C
http://apple.co/2vMNurn - Gather - Pick your style (2017)
http://apple.co/2fjE0lF - What Should I Cook? (2016)

EDUCATION
2006
2010
2010
2011
2017

Information Technology Engineer - College Degree (BS), Dennis
Gabor College, Hungary
Microsoft Certified System Administrator - MCP
iPhone Developer Course - Objective-C
Software Designer Course - ELTE, Hungary
ISTQB® Certified Tester Foundation Level

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
Objective-C
Swift
git
bash scripting
SQL
PHP
JavaScript
C#
Linux Administration

PERSONAL
Hungarian
Currently living in Malta
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